Glory OEM

Cash acceptance and dispense modules for your self-service terminals.
INDUSTRY EXPERTISE AND STRATEGIC HERITAGE

With over one million mechanisms shipped worldwide, Glory OEM is a world leading technology developer delivering the most advanced and reliable solutions for detecting, securing, dispensing and recycling banknotes and coins.

Integrators depend on our solutions to provide optimum efficiency for their customers. With our state-of-the art technology, proven performance, dedicated support, low total cost of ownership and global reach, Glory modules are the ideal choice for self-service manufacturers.

Our industry expertise is enhanced by our strategic heritage with De La Rue Cash Systems and Talaris. This combined strength of technology and knowledge delivers innovative and trusted cash handling and security solutions worldwide.

We help you to provide end solutions to the financial, retail, cash centre and gaming industries that protect the security of their cash and enhance the performance of their operations.

GLORY IS THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR PROTECTED PERFORMANCE:

- We have the deepest global knowledge of cash handling requirements in the industry
- We are committed to continuous investment in our technology
- We partner with you to tailor the right solution to meet your specific requirements
- We provide assured long-term investment protection and support
EFFICIENCY FOR EVERY OPERATION

With solutions covering the full range of banknote recycling, deposit and dispensing mechanisms for both single and multi-denominations, Glory OEM provides you with superior security, performance and reliability; as well as a low total cost of ownership.

We continually analyse the self-service market to ensure all our modules are fit for purpose by matching the functionality of our solutions with your requirements and application. Our modules are designed for seamless and easy integration to your solutions. Throughout development we provide you with field support data analysis and qualification. We help with analysing module performance to maximise and fine tune both software and hardware operational efficiency, reducing the cost and time to market for your solutions.

CONVENIENCE FOR EVERY LOCATION

Glory OEM offers a wide choice of modules with a range of capabilities to address the needs of your customer wherever they are deploying your solutions. We safeguard you and your customer’s investment by providing trusted, secure solutions with unrivalled protection of cash during CIT and replenishment activities. Our technology is found in the highest-performing, most reliable bank and retail ATMs, gaming kiosks, parking systems, vending machines, ticketing machines and self-service checkout terminals.

Regardless of where you are located, our production services provide convenient turn-key logistics including local hub stock and direct to door stock systems. We also coordinate the supply of accessories and spares to your location.

PERFORMANCE FOR EVERY BUSINESS

At Glory we have a relentless focus on quality and trusted performance. We design and engineer all our modules for the highest levels of reliability so you can be confident your solutions will deliver the highest levels of availability. We share our unique expertise and breadth of experience with you as well as providing our knowledge of how to optimise the performance of our modules within your end solutions.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

Glory OEM offers a worldwide, dedicated and professional support team to ensure you are provided with tailored support that exceeds your expectations. This includes in-depth experience in technical services, training packages and a dedicated extranet holding all technical and spares documentation.

Our pre-sales technical experts provide end-to-end support to make sure all products are maintained to the highest level, in order to achieve optimal productivity and operational effectiveness.

We will work closely with you in partnership to adjust the service to your exact needs and will only be satisfied when the service delivers you the desired business results.

PROVIDING CUSTOMERS ACCESS TO A RANGE OF BENEFITS
Glory OEM offers a complete range of solutions including deposit, dispensing and recycling mechanisms. With a focus on self-service and assisted self-service, Glory OEM mechanisms cover single and multi-denomination banknotes, as well as coins and non-cash items such as vouchers, tickets and envelopes.

**DISPENSING**

Deliver maximum uptime and consistent high performance wherever your customers deploy their solutions.

**NMD100 Notes and Media Dispenser**

With the lowest reject rate on the market, the Glory NMD100 guarantees maximum uptime and consistent, front or rear delivery of up to 100 banknotes per bundle. Offering up to eight cassettes, each holding up to 3,000 notes, the NMD100 provides extensive functionality and flexibility for your customers wherever they are deploying your solutions.

**NMD050 Notes and Media Dispenser**

Delivering maximum uptime and consistent high performance, the Glory NMD050 offers front-service spray delivery of banknotes and value media such as tickets and vouchers. This high performing, friction-feed cash dispenser offers up to six cassettes, providing flexibility for your customers wherever they are deploying your solutions.

**MultiMech™ Multi Denomination Dispenser**

Designed for the highest levels of reliability and availability while maintaining a low total cost of ownership, the MultiMech confidently manages and dispenses worldwide currencies wherever your customers deploy the compact, two denomination, dispensing mechanism. The MultiMech is highly versatile, allowing for integration into almost any dispensing application.
MultiMech™ Secure Multi Denomination Dispenser

Offering unrivalled security and protection of cash during replenishment due to key locked cassettes, the MultiMech Secure ensures your customers can rely on you to provide secure solutions regardless of location. Delivering the highest levels of uptime and reliability, the MultiMech Secure confidently manages and dispenses worldwide currencies wherever your customers deploy your solutions.

MiniMech™ Single Denomination Dispenser

Designed for the highest levels of reliability and availability while maintaining a low total cost of ownership, the MiniMech is an ultra-compact, single denomination dispensing mechanism created to accurately manage and dispense worldwide currencies. Featuring a 1,200 capacity note tray and integral reject area, the MiniMech is easy to maintain and replenish.

SDD Single Denomination Dispenser

The Single Denomination Dispenser SDD combines high performance, compact size and low cost of ownership; making it the ideal choice for your self-service automation solutions. Available in four variants including front or rear service and standard and short builds, you can select the option that best suits your requirements.

InstaChange™ (OEM) Automatic Coin Dispenser

Proving that coin dispensing technology can be reliable and intelligent at the same time, InstaChange (OEM) has an advanced design that delivers an increase in coin capacity of up to 30% compared to other dispensers. Its clever coin dispense patterns ensure long running hours and increased reliability.
SOLUTIONS TO SUIT EVERY NEED

DEPOSIT

Dependable modules that enable fast, reliable and accurate deposit transactions

Our trusted deposit modules reduce risk through advanced counterfeit detection and reliable security features, while high note processing speeds improve efficiency. Flexible deployment as either a stand-alone module or as part of an ATM/self-service unit ensures a deposit automation solution that addresses you and your customer’s size and capacity requirements.

GDB-10 Smart Deposit Module

The GDB-10 smart cash deposit module reduces risk through advanced counterfeit detection and reliable security features, while high note processing speeds improve efficiency. Designed with a small footprint for flexible integration, the GDB-10 can be used either as a stand-alone module or as part of an ATM/self-service solution.

UD-700 Cash Deposit Module

The UD-700 is a cash deposit module for self-service solutions that automates bulk deposits of all currencies. You can depend on the UD-700 to enable fast, reliable and accurate deposit transactions. A single removable stacking cassette with two separate compartments holds up to 4,000 banknotes, ensuring generous capacity and secure storage of notes.

DE-50 Smart Deposit Module

Delivering fast, secure and reliable performance the DE-50 is designed to be used either as a stand-alone module or as part of an ATM/self-service solution. Its compact size means you have the flexibility to offer smaller footprint products to customers who are challenged by available space.
RECYCLING

Automating and streamlining manual cash handling processes deliver huge operational efficiencies.

RBW-100 Cash recycling Module

Minimising the risk of cash shrinkage, theft and fraud is key to optimising the cash cycle. The Glory RBW-100 banknote recycling system controls cash in real-time and removes the need for manual note handling which assures a highly secure and efficient solution.

BRM-10 Cash Recycling Module

Automating and streamlining manual cash handling processes deliver huge operational efficiencies and minimises the risk of cash shrinkage, theft and fraud. The BRM-10 is a banknote recycling module that performs deposit, recognition, storage and dispense of notes with speed and accuracy.
INDUSTRY-LEADING TECHNOLOGY

With deep knowledge and expertise across every element of the cash cycle, we ensure that the solutions we provide address your challenges today and in the future. We use advanced technology that is completely unique to Glory OEM to protect the performance of your end solution:

- **Intelligent Double Detection (IDD™)** provides unbeatable, accurate and consistent detection of doubles, even when notes are severely degraded.

- **High Performance Feed (HPF™)** delivers consistent and durable note feeding, reliable note handling in all conditions and consistent processing of banknotes without causing any damage for the NMD Series.

- **Smart Cassette Logic (SCL™)** interlocks both mechanically and electronically ensuring cassettes are completely tamperproof.

- **Quikfill Cash Can™** ensures that the MultiMech and MiniMech note trays are ultra convenient, allowing for fast, easy cashreplenishment.

- **Serial Number Recognition (SNR)** has a recognition accuracy of over 98%, working to detect counterfeits and reduce any risk to you and your business.
Glory OEM offers a worldwide, dedicated and professional support team to ensure you are provided with tailored support that exceeds your expectations. This includes in-depth experience in technical services, training packages and a dedicated extranet holding all technical and spares documentation.
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Glory recognises that care of the environment is a central business concern and operates in a manner that achieves the protection of the environment and the prevention of pollution.

The senior management of Glory is committed to achieving the most appropriate standards of environmental management relevant to our business and ensuring that our businesses meet all the regulatory and legislative requirements.

Our Environmental Management System will identify our significant environmental aspects and the associated impacts of our assembly and service operations i.e. material selection, energy usage and waste materials generation. We will strive to reduce the environmental impacts of these operations, our products and services using appropriate environmental solutions and technologies whilst continuing to support our customers.

For more information, please see our Environment Policy on www.glory-global.com
Related solutions...

NMD050
A high capacity module offering front-service spray delivery of banknotes and value media.

GDB-10
A high speed bulk deposit mechanism with unique authentication features for advanced security.

RBW-100
A secure closed cash handling system that confidently delivers efficiencies for cash withdrawals and deposits by recycling notes.